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Abstract: Participation has been touted as a critical instrument for both citizen empowerment and
responsibility-sharing in sustainability. In architecture, participation allows for the progression
of green building to sustainable habitation that integrates environmental, economic, and social
dimensions. However, participation in practice rarely delegates meaningful decisions to marginalized
groups and is mostly a one-sided process. This study seeks to investigate which factors of the
participatory method afford both empowerment and behavioral change to a sustainable lifestyle
in low-income groups. To do so, a case study of designing a social housing estate in Hungary is
presented, where participatory design was used to codevelop a building that considers and adjusts
to the sustainable lifestyle envisioned by the future residents. A coding engine based on the concept
of pattern languages was developed that places conditions and experience of everyday activities at
the center of design, translating them to spatial features. As a result, a focus group of social housing
tenants and cohousing experts were able to define explicit shared spaces, allocate square meters to
them, and articulate legible design criteria. Of the early-stage design decisions, 45% were made with
or by the participants, and the bilateral process made it possible to convince the tenants to adopt a
more sustainable habitation format.

Keywords: participatory design; codesign; pattern language; behavior change; affordable housing;
housing poverty; cohousing

1. Introduction
1.1. From Green Architecture to Integrated Sustainable Habitation

Green architecture has evolved in the past few decades from a purely technical drive
targeting the environmental footprint of buildings to an interdisciplinary one addressing
environmental and socioeconomic interlinkages. In particular, there is a growing conver-
gence between sustainable transition and justice both on research and policy levels [1,2].
Whereas the complex and cross-cutting interlinkages between environmental management
and poverty are well known [3], they have been most striking in the domain of housing.
From an environmental perspective, globally, 26% of final energy consumption and 22%
of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are attributed to households and residential build-
ings [4,5]. On the other hand, adequate, safe, and affordable housing is also a human right,
and its deprivation is a striking indicator of poverty [6,7]. In the EU, 36.1% of households
at risk of poverty (roughly 10% of all households) spend more than 40% of their disposable
income on housing-related costs, driving housing high on the agenda of every member
state [8]. These environmental and socioeconomic dimensions overlap due to discrepancies
in access to environmental resources, vulnerability to climate variability, and higher expo-
sure to its negative impacts [3]. Due to such interactions, a lens of complex sustainability,
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considering all sustainability dimensions in a shared framework, is necessary to consider
in the transition of housing. Thus, there is growing attention in extending green building
to the homes of low-income groups, both as a tool to lift people out of poverty and to rally
them in the fight to mitigate climate change [9,10].

1.2. The Potential of Participatory Design

Participatory design is one such tool to accelerate complex sustainability in the habi-
tation of low-income groups. It is well established that participation is not only a factor,
but also a prerequisite for sustainable development that is needed because sustainability
itself is complex, multiplicative, and holistic. It requires systematic, coordinated actions
with wide-reaching responsibility-sharing [11,12]. Defined as a problem-oriented, mutual
learning process between participants during the design process, participatory design is
instrumental in delegating decision-making agency, and empowering stakeholders [13,14].
Mutual learning in this context means a combination of different knowledge sources to
tackle the complexity of the design task [15]. More specifically, it allows designers to tap
into highly personal information on how architectural space is experienced and interacted
with. Having this tacit knowledge—knowledge that is generally unarticulated and intu-
itive [16]—improves the specificity of design decisions [17]. Furthermore, participation
can also increase the acceptance of these decisions [18] and ultimately positively shape
the attitudes of participants toward the values of their environments [19]. When scaled
up, participatory design could become an arena of deliberation. It can radically empower
citizens [20] by providing new forms of democracy where major global environmental
issues can be addressed and where decisions and responsibilities can be shared more
directly [21,22]. This mutual exchange, on the one hand, gives access to valuable tacit
knowledge for designers [23], and on the other hand, is a tool to promote green lifestyles
through shaping individual perceptions [24–26].

1.3. The Barriers of Participatory Design: Mutuality and Marginalized Groups

Previous research into participatory design has identified considerable barriers when
it comes to achieving meaningful delegation of decisions. Both the extent and influence
of involvement have been challenged, with researchers concluding that most projects
remain on the level tokenism, meaning consulting citizens only to legitimize decisions
that had already been made [27–29]. Successful participation would require a process
that runs concurrently to the project, starting at the earliest stages and continuing beyond
actual physical interventions [30]. But even if there is a willingness to go beyond token-
participation, finding, involving, and understanding the relevant people when working
in marginalized groups is still a challenge [30]. Not just in design, but in all areas of
public participation, lower income is associated with lower participation, which is partly
attributed to resources, partly to psychosocial barriers [31]. It is straightforward that people
with lower income would have less means to spend time and money, to gain skills to get
informed, to deliberate, and to carry out decisions [32]. However, bad prior experiences,
a perceived power discrepancy between themselves and the designers, and perceived
power asymmetries within heterogeneous participant groups decrease trust in the process,
resulting in inertia [33,34].

There are also shortcomings in the mutuality potential of participation. Many top-
down participatory processes are burdened with a paternalism-populism dilemma, mean-
ing conflicts may emerge between narrow personal interests of citizens and a common
good represented by the leadership [35]. This is even riskier when the participant group
is heterogenous, and additional layers of conflicts would have to be resolved [36–38]. It
is a demanding task to steer a structured design process, reflect immediately, handle and
encourage proactive behavior, and translate personal experiences to technical parame-
ters [28]. This could explain why participatory processes, when driven by an agenda of
sustainability evangelism, and especially when involving low-income groups, runs into
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seemingly insurmountable barriers. So where could this be addressed in the participation
methodology?

At the core of every participatory design process is a logic that is used to translate
between different types of knowledges to help understand both what each actor means
and what each design decision implicates [17,23,28,30,39]. This logic is called “coding
practice” or “coding engine,” which translates the design into practice and helps tenants
understand how it can influence their lives. Its efficiency is the most limiting factor in
designer-layperson communication and thus in participatory design [23]. A well-designed
coding engine would explain, for instance, that an extra 20 square meters for a corridor in
a housing estate could give enough room for two children to play a ballgame, thus giving
a single mother the time to take up a language course. The failure of the coding engine
to access and act upon a multitude of views limits the success of participation [23,40].
This could explain the barriers for participatory design mentioned earlier. For negating
the resource-barrier of participation of low-income groups, the coding engine would
need to be able to extract different knowledges and provide necessary information for
decision-making in as few sessions as possible. For overcoming psychosocial barriers of
marginalized people, a coding engine that allows instantaneous translation is desirable
to show how and based on whom the specific design decisions are made. For providing
early-stage involvement and ensuring mutual learning, the coding engine would need to
be able to translate between more abstract, conceptual technical ideas, limitations, and
experience-based, tacit knowledge.

1.4. Research Gap: A Coding Practice for Mutualistic Participation of Marginalized People

There are not readily available, normative coding engines and practices for designers
that meet the above criteria, nor otherwise [41]. Whereas there is a deterministic, dominant
coding engine for all design cases [20], it is crucial for designers to know what is in a coding
engine that makes it work in terms of mutuality and meaningful involvement. Thus, the
main research question of the paper is:

How could a coding practice ensure a mutualistic, meaningful participatory process
for marginalized people? By meaningful, we mean that decision-making powers are
delegated to residents in early-stage design, and by mutuality, a continuous two-way
communication between them and the designers.

The question focuses on the factors that foster mutuality, meaning it must elicit
some form of behavioral change in both designers/project managers and laypeople. Also,
marginalized groups, namely people living in housing poverty in the European context, are
addressed. Thus, the question investigates households simultaneously at risk of poverty
and that also spend more than 40% of their equivalized disposable income on housing-
related costs [42,43]. Finally, the question is deliberately stated in a way that allows for
more than one answer. It is not the scope of this study to provide a coding practice
that is exclusively correct or context independent. Participatory design itself is blurry
domain in-between education, research, and practice [14]. This means that the way its
knowledgebase advances is through persistent practice-based research, where new ways of
involvement are relentlessly sought and tested [14,20]. This study contributes to the field
through the demonstration of a coding engine designed on the conceptual framework of
pattern languages, applied to a social housing project in Hungary—providing knowledge
by example, as opposed to generalizable experiments [44].

1.5. Pattern Languages: A Conceptual Framework for Participatory Design

The most critical challenge of participatory design, particularly for concept design,
is devising an efficient coding engine between designers and laypeople [23]. Here, the
conceptual framework of Alexandrine pattern language is used, with the corresponding
method showcased in Section 2.3. Strictly defined, design patterns are sets of instructions
that consistently resolve a group of conflicting forces that recur in a given context [45]. In
plain words, Alexander argued that certain cultures relied on a shared collection of design
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solutions that worked for a certain purpose, which members of that culture implicitly
recognize, even though they are always adapted case by case [46]. A single pattern
can be described as a description of a context (e.g., observing the street in a residential
neighborhood), a problem formulation based on conflicting forces (e.g., discomfort of
being both completely outside or inside), and a set of design features that appear in every
instance of the solution (e.g., a 1–2 m deep elevated surface with a semitransparent border
between inside and outside) [47,48]. A pattern is thus a genetic code that can manifest in
multiple different ways but with a recognizable underlying structure [49], see Figure 1.
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//afasiaarchzine.com/2013/03/tna-3/, accessed on 9 January 2020).

Pattern languages are collections of patterns that are shared in a culture. People with
similar cultural backgrounds can talk about abstract spatial solutions efficiently if they
store the same patterns [50]. Shared patterns mean people efficiently communicating not
only what they mean by an architectural feature, but also the context and the conflicting
forces that are tied to the feature as subtext [51]. The other way around, without a pattern
language, this subtext is lost. Alexander argued that the emergence of an architectural
profession breaks up vernacular pattern languages, substituting it with a more technical
language, without the subtext, spoken by professionals [46]. Recapturing this subtext, i.e.,
the tacit knowledge behind design choices, has since been the goal for pattern language
scholars in many fields, including software engineering, pedagogy, and interaction de-
sign [49]. In architecture, it is true that the discourse has moved on. Alexander himself used
decades of pattern research to find context-independent properties of good architecture
called “living structures” [52]. Patterns, on the other hand, were used for exploring specific
building cultures, mining what context-dependent good architecture is [48]. Thus, they
carry an unexplored potential to do the same in a participatory design process.

This study seeks to apply the logic of patterns as a coding engine that fulfills the
criteria of the research question by placing deconstructed pattern components (context,
conflicting forces, spatial features) at the heart of discussions. Instead of talking about
architecture, participants were asked to talk about everyday activities and decode how they
adapt (or resist) if the conditions for these activities change. It is our hypothesis that this
will give laypeople the ability to gauge what novel, more sustainable forms of habitation
mean for them. Also, by talking about fears, limitations, and conditions for such change,
they will be able to negotiate architecturally explicit features. Finally, it is expected that the
architects themselves will be able to better understand the latent, specific impacts of design
choices while corrections can be made. To sum it up, the main research objective is to prove
the efficacy of pattern languages, created as coding engines for participatory design.

https://www.patternlanguage.com/gallery/houses.html
https://www.patternlanguage.com/gallery/houses.html
https://afasiaarchzine.com/2013/03/tna-3/
https://afasiaarchzine.com/2013/03/tna-3/
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The rest of the article is structured as follows. Part 2 describes a novel coding engine
to empower marginalized groups and ensure mutuality, split into a general introduction
to a case study where it was applied (Section 2.1), the translation of research question
into indicators (Section 2.2), and the methodology (Section 2.3). Part 3 describes the
results, further split into a demonstration of the coding engine to define the design scope
(Section 3.1), evaluate and make design choices (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), and assess the case
in light of the research indicators (Section 3.4). Part 4 provides discussion and concluding
remarks.

2. Materials and Methods

The second part of the paper describes the nuts and bolts of the participatory design
process developed specifically to empower low-income groups in public housing projects
and support their transition to sustainable habitation. This methodology for participatory
design was developed for a specific project, which will serve as the case study for this
research, briefly introduced in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, the research questions are broken
down and operationalized as measurable indicators, building on previous discourses on
citizen participation, and sustainable models of habitation. Finally, in Section 2.3, the
participatory design process itself is described step-by-step, including the way it will
produce the answers for the research questions.

2.1. Case Study Description

The research objectives were addressed through a case study, showcasing the perfor-
mance of the participatory design process of project E-co-housing, briefly introduced in this
section. E-co-housing is an ongoing (2019–2022) experimental social housing project, which
was developed by a consortium led by the municipality of the 14th district of Budapest. It
is set to be an example for municipal housing policy targeted at those living in housing
poverty. The building itself is at the stage of public procurement at the time of writing and
is set to be built by 2022, with 27 apartments and an overall floor area of 3000 m2. The
owner of the housing estate is the municipality, with the tenants renting the apartments
at a subsidized rate. The project is situated in a 2200 m2 plot in the inner 14th district of
Budapest, which is part of the extended urban core of the city, characterized by perimeter
blocks of 3–4 stories in the warm summer continental climate of (Köppen: Dfb) Hungary
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Project location (marked with red rectangle). Top right is an arterial ring road, bottom left
is the national Olympic stadium (source: Own).

The project aims to provide a model for sustainable public housing by the design of a
zero-energy building (environmental sustainability) that encourages the development of a
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tenant community with a cohousing model of habitation (social sustainability). Besides that,
it also incubates tenant entrepreneurship through their involvement in building operation
and providing space for economic activities within the building (economic sustainability).
The goal of these instruments is to simultaneously minimize the negative impact on the
environment, to create a financially viable business model for subsidized housing, and
to improve tenant social cohesion and economic resilience through social networks. This
entails, on the one hand, a highly heterogenous group of tenants (in terms of gender, age,
marital and employment status, and education) to maximize mutualistic exchanges within
the housing community. On the other hand, it also involves a lifestyle that is disruptive in
a building that is unconventional for the expected tenants. The goal of the participatory
design process in this project is to ensure that (1) the building and its facilities reflect
the needs, capabilities, and limitations of its tenants; and (2) the tenants will adapt their
lifestyles for sustainable habitation.

2.2. Research Indicators

To answer the research question, 2 indicators for the participatory design process must
be defined: Meaningful early-stage decision-making capacity, and attitude change toward
more sustainable choices. This section describes the 2 indicators and how they will be
measured in the context of the case study.

The decision-making component can be addressed by zooming into the participatory
process during the conceptual design phase, where the most influential design decisions are
made [53]. At this stage, the functional content of the project; the sizes of spaces; the spatial
configuration; and overall design objectives, requirements, constraints, and priorities are
decided—which are codified in the architectural program. Hence, a document analysis of
the architectural program approved by the municipality was used to gauge the influence of
the participatory process on early-stage design decisions. For the tokenization of the text
(subdivision of the text into units that can be directly analyzed), 2 types of design decisions
were codified: Each item in the list of functionalities with its associated size, and each
design instruction were considered as tokens. The tokens were then individually tested
for degree of participation. The standard degrees of participation were defined based
on Arnstein’s ladder, which breaks down the participation spectrum into 7 categories:
Manipulation, therapy, informing, consultation, placation, partnership, delegated power,
and control [54]. For the architectural program, manipulation and therapy were omitted,
due to them referring to nonparticipation. Control was also omitted, since the process was
mediated and project financing was retained by the municipality. Table 1 summarizes the
categories relevant for the case study and the specific tests for text analysis.

Table 1. Participatory decision-making tests applied for the analysis of the architectural program.

Level Test

Informing Design decision was not discussed during the participatory process, but the
participants knew about it beforehand or during participation.

Consultation Participants were surveyed for opinion, which was considered, but the design
decision was ultimately made by the designers/client (municipality).

Placation Specific design decision was proposed during the workshops, but the
designers/client decided whether to adopt them.

Partnership Specific design decision was made during the workshops through a
negotiation between tenants, designers, and the client.

Delegation Specific design decision was made during the workshop by the tenants.

The attitude change component can be validated by recording a conversion to more
sustainable behavior. In the case study, 2 specific behaviors, both of which are alien to local
conventions, yet more sustainable, were set as project goals: The adoption of a cohousing
model, and the pooling of building operation responsibilities. Whereas the 2 goals are
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interconnected, the article focuses on the former. Cohousing is an intentional community
of residents who pool a range of equipment, infrastructure, facilities, and amenities of
dwelling [55]. This model reduces the cost of facilities by sharing [56,57], adds a layer of
social structure and a sense of belonging [58], and reduces environmental impacts by sheer
compactness in use of space and conscious efforts to resource conservation [57–60]. This
makes cohousing a more sustainable alternative to conventional housing. However, in
the context of the case study, adopting cohousing can be considered behavioral change
on geographical and social grounds. Geographically, cohousing is a rarity in Eastern
Europe [61,62], partly due to a shift to privatization in the 1990s [61,63]. Socially, European
cohousing dwellers are usually upper-middle class, educated urbanites without migrant
ancestry [64,65]. This combination of lower income and experiences of the socialist past
(indicated by age) correlate with negative attitudes toward sharing [63]. It makes voluntar-
ily switching model of habitation from conventional to cohousing a relevant behavioral
change.

The divergence between the 2 models of habitation can be used as a basis for the
second research indicator. Since skepticism toward sharing in general is at the kernel of
negative attitude toward cohousing, the degree of behavioral change can be measured on
accepted divergence of the degree of privacy for specific affordances of dwelling. In the
spatial design practice, the privacy spectrum is typically classified into 4 categories, which
will be used to assess accepted divergence and thus behavioral change (Table 2).

Table 2. Degrees of privacy.

Category Label Description

Private
Private refers to spaces and facilities owned by an individual (household)
who, within the bounds of the private space, controls accessibility and
terms of use unilaterally.

Public

Public refers to spaces and facilities co-owned by a formal association of
people who define and uphold rules that regulate accessibility and terms of
use. This category can be further differentiated based on how large this
group of people are. For the purposes of this study, “public” will be used
in reference to the housing community.

Semipublic

Semipublic spaces and facilities can be both owned and co-owned, but are
consistently accessible and usable based on pre-agreed terms by a wider
group of people. Semipublic means the space or facility is practically
public under certain conditions (e.g., opening hours, filtered use).

Semiprivate Semiprivate spaces and facilities are public spaces that become practically
private for the duration of use (e.g., park benches).

2.3. Methodology

The way the proposed participatory design process was applied the pattern language
framework involved deliberately decoupling the context, the conflicting forces, and the
design features components of key design patterns (Figure 3). This was done so by (1)
taking stock of the design features of the divergence between conventional and cohousing;
(2) mapping the nexus of action—i.e., the range of activities—influenced by these design
features; (3) identifying conflicts that were generated by this divergence, essentially de-
coupling implicit bias toward cohousing from genuine impacts on lifestyles. This process
was a complete decoding from features to conflicts, for which (4) sufficient resolutions
were codeveloped. It was expected that not all resolutions would describe a design feature.
Some resolutions were handled by setting and enforcing rules on the community level,
while some were individual adaptations that occupants were willing to take. Thus, (5)
conflict resolutions were classified as either architectural, organizational, or individual
behavioral; and (6) passed on as design criteria in the architectural program. Finally, (7)
collective decisions were made to finetune open-ended design questions.
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On the basis of this structure, the research questions were answered through the
results of 3 early-stage participatory design workshops, which were structured as follows:
An exploratory workshop introducing project goals, the cohousing model, and divergent
design features (1, 2); a design workshop decoding design features, identifying conflicts,
and developing resolutions (3, 4); and a detailing workshop for collective design decision-
making (7). Steps 5 and 6 were the synthesizing and knowledge transfer activities done by
the research team. A photo documentation of workshop materials is shown in Appendix A.

It must be noted that the participatory design process was split into 2 phases. Dur-
ing the conceptual design phase, a focus group (with the number of participants: n =
11) participated in the 3 early-stage design workshops in 2019, while the actual tenants
will also participate in landscape/interior design, community building, and economic
empowerment programs once the building is complete (expected date is 2022). Whereas
it is not ideal not to include actual tenants in both phases, tenant selection could not be
started earlier than 1–3 months prior building completion to avoid long waiting times.
The focus group consisted of people who already received tenantships in municipal social
housing estates, recruited by the municipality who were joined by a selected group of
social workers, cohousing experts, and the building designers. The subgroups are herein
referred to as the “target” group (nt = 6), and “expert” group (ne = 5). The demographic
composition of the target group was intentionally mixed in terms of gender, family status,
and age, while still reflecting national averages in educational and employment status. The
gender balance of the total focus group was roughly equal (m = 5, f = 6).

The exploratory workshop introduced the cohousing model and mapped out initial
attitudes to the expected behavioral change in an unstructured discussion format. This
was chosen as the main goal to build familiarity with the project in general and to build
trust. The guiding topics were a prepared list of cohousing-specific design features, given
the unfamiliarity of the audience with the model. The design and layout of shared spaces,
facilities, and intermediate spaces make cohousing projects special [66]. Therefore, the
design features presented in the workshops were compiled as archetypes of these spaces,
highlighting the tradeoffs in privacy compared to conventional housing (Table 3). These
archetypes were based on recurring architectural solutions of previous projects, including
rooms for social activities (e.g., cooking, clubs, party rooms), infrastructure and facilities
(e.g., utility rooms, storage), intermediate spaces transitioning between public and private
(e.g., corridors), and outdoor shared spaces [57].
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Table 3. Collection of divergent design features.

Feature Label Description Privacy Tradeoff

Community kitchen
Shared food storage, preparation,
facilities, allowing for simultaneous
cooking

Cooking scheduling,
equipment amortization,
cleaning, olfactory discomfort

Community living room
Flexible space hosting club
activities, passive recreation,
entertainment, social events

Equipment amortization,
co-occupancy, event
scheduling, noise

Incubator space Flexible workspace with the
capacity to host customers Work scheduling

Corridors as streets Wider, well-lit circulation spaces for
temporary uses and interaction Replaces balconies

Utility room
Laundry, ironing, cleaning,
maintenance equipment
and storage

Housekeeping scheduling,
equipment amortization

Storage room General purpose storage. Co-occupancy.

E-scooter fleet Storage, charging station, and fleet
of e-scooters Replaces tenant car parking

Community garden
Flexible garden for urban
agriculture, social events, children
playground

Replaces individual gardens

Community building
operation

Collective cleaning and
non-professional maintenance of
shared spaces

Lost free time

In the design workshop, the goal was to collect all information necessary to make
an architectural program. This included a list of spaces and facilities, with instructions
regarding size, configuration, equipment, and general design priorities. The workshop was
structured as follows: Outlining daily routines, mapping out activities related to divergent
design features, critical assessment of each divergence in the context of the activity, and
codesign of conditions and limitations under which the divergence was accepted. The first
2 steps produced the nexus of action, while the latter two worked around conflicting forces.
As the way daily activities are organized is the defining factor of cohousing collectives, the
nexus of action was specified as the daily distribution of activities, focusing on those that
could potentially be placed in shared spaces. Schedules on hourly resolutions were created
with 4 categories: Sleeping, away, at home doing chores, at home spending free time. This
was done so to estimate the concurrency of activities in shared spaces.

The participants then ranked a list of activities associated with the previously intro-
duced archetypical spaces for sharing potential on a 3-point scale: Yes, conditional yes, no.
Each activity was then dissected to define most relevant architectural affordances, accepted
degree of privacy, regulation of accessibility, and conditions, limitations, and barriers to
sharing (Figure 4).

As the designers were also present during the workshop, some of the fears and
affordances were further discussed during the workshop to better evaluate which of the
activities have a potential for sharing. In response to the fears, some immediate architectural
or organizational solutions were floated to gauge to what extent they could be solved.
However, the exhaustive addressing of the possible affordances and encoding of fears to
design criteria happened after the workshop. The participants then coupled the activities
with the proposed spatial archetypes. This was supported by co-assessing combinations of
activities to see if multiple can be pooled in the same space.
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Finally, the detailing workshop—for the same focus group—was held after the de-
signer team outlined critical open-ended design decisions for both the individual apart-
ments and the previously identified common spaces. Apartment design decisions were
compiled into a binary choice questionnaire as there were a finite number of options
available. This included basic apartment layout and sizing of the different rooms. For the
common spaces, on the other hand, the b change was put to a test by delegating early-stage
decisions regarding the size of these areas. Based on the physical and regulatory limitations
of the project, the participants were given a “space bank.” They had the opportunity to
allocate space to certain common rooms, to resize some apartments, or to add new apart-
ments. The exercise was supported by a simplified pattern dictionary, which showcased
which activities, under what conditions, require how much space. The participants were
first introduced to the dictionary, held a debate session, and voted anonymously on the
following:

• Whether to free up space by excluding general storage, bicycle storage, wastebin
storage rooms in a separate building

• How much space to allocate to the community room
• How much space to allocate to increase apartment size
• How much space to allocate to additional apartments
• How much space to allocate to circulation spaces (i.e., to form small terraces on each

floor)

All 3 workshop results contributed to answering the research question. The initial
attitudes toward the shared space archetypes (workshop 1), compared to the final list
and parameters of shared spaces (workshop 2) and the contributions in terms of space
toward shared spaces (workshop 3), describe whether the participatory process resulted in
behavioral change, with a more positive attitude toward the cohousing model. The scope
of design instructions and proposed spaces that was translated to the architectural program
(workshop 2) answered how many and how meaningful early-stage decisions were made
during (directly) and based on (indirectly) the workshops.

3. Results

The results are presented as follows: Section 3.1 describes the nexus of action, meaning
the context of activities in which space-sharing could be relevant (workshop 2); Section 3.2
analyzes the conditions and conflicts when these activities are shared and reaches a final
list of approved shared spaces based on that (workshop 2); Section 3.3 describes design
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decisions made directly by the focus group (workshop 3); and Section 3.4 presents the
document analysis of the resulting architectural program.

3.1. Nexus of Action

This section presents the set of activities marked for space-sharing, their expected
timeframes, and interactions.

The daily routine of each participant by activity type is shown in Figure 5, showcas-
ing sleeping, home, and away activities. From an architectural design perspective, it is
important to identify simultaneities and the distribution of key activities. When judging si-
multaneity of chores, it is worthwhile to note that until 20:00, only 0–2 (0–18%) participants
usually do chores at the same time, which peaks at 4–6 (36–54%) between 20:00 and 23:00.
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The overall pattern of occupancy was more sporadic than average, with overall higher
occupancy at any given time of the day according to major occupancy standards [65,66].
There were also longer periods for leaving and arriving home. Volatile employment
conditions, including multiple shifts or workplaces, overtime, and temporary or short-term
contracts, were reported as the reason behind this. This appears to reinforce the relationship
between low income and volatile employment conditions, while also shedding light on its
implications on occupancy. Thus, four distinct timeframes can be outlined for activities
with potential space-sharing:

• 4:00–8:00 frame, characterized by a smooth turnover rate of 1–2 h or shorter activities
• 8:00–16:00 frame, which is a lowered (40%) but steady occupancy period
• 16:00–20:00 frame, which mirrors the morning phase
• 20:00–22:00 frame, a higher occupancy (100%) period with more potential simultaneity

Within these timeframes, there is a window for space-sharing for both short- and
long-term activities and for both solitary and group activities. The list and evaluation
of activities by their subjective potential for space-sharing is shown in Table 4. Three
cohousing affordances, namely providing socializing opportunities for children, relying on
neighbors in times of need, and sharing costly equipment for some housekeeping chores,
were significantly popular. When asked for their motivations, it was either the reduction in
cost of living or a perceived gain in social capital that drove their decisions. Concurrently,
there was also a need for privacy, which extended for some participants to recreation, but
for most participants to cooking and holding celebrations. This notably translated to a clear
opposition to a/multiple large, well-equipped shared kitchen(s) at the expense of cooking
facilities in the individual apartments. Hosting guests and working were also largely
neglected as possible candidates for space-sharing. This trend indicates that participants
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had more difficulty imagining or accepting semiprivate spaces if the activity lasted longer
(working), was more frequent (cooking), or was more sensitive to privacy infringement
(hosting guests). In conclusion, activities cost-saving and social capital gaining potential
were usually accepted for space-sharing, with activities requiring semiprivate spaces (when
shared) limited to smaller or infrequent chores.

Table 4. Activities by potential for sharing.

Space-Sharing Potential Activities Discussed

Yes (10 < points)
Washing, ironing, playing with children, learning with

children, active recreation, passive recreation,
do-it-yourself (DIY), gardening

Maybe (1–9 points) Cooking, cleaning, eating, celebrations, hosting guests

No (0 points) Caring for ill/elderly, work

Finally, the higher-scored activities were also checked for possible interactions (Table 5).
Most negative interactions were perceived when mixing an activity with either hosting
guests or playing/learning with children. Activities such as gardening, active recreation,
and doing the laundry were perceived not to interfere with anything because they would
have their own dedicated spaces. Interferences linked to hosting guests and holding cele-
brations were not perceived as problematic as they were occasional events which could
be managed within the community. There were also sufficient timeframes for children-
activities and active recreation to coexist. The remaining negative interactions, namely
children-activities and cooking, passive recreation, and work, had to be addressed. Given
that cooking and work were already activities with less perceived space-sharing potential,
priority could be given to children-activities, which then had to be managed against passive
recreation. In conclusion, for the final design, a shared space for work was placed in an area
that can be flexibly added to or detached from a larger community hall, while recreation
and children-activities were made possible in multiple locations to offer alternatives.

Table 5. Perceived negative interactions among listed activities, with an indication of frequency. Red diamonds indicate
mutual exclusion, gold diamonds indicate mutual disturbance.
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3.2. Pattern Analysis

A list of equipment and/or affordances were defined to help the designers to deter-
mine appropriate dimensions. There were four specific characteristics in these affordances
that enabled/hindered space-sharing. These were topics for a reflective dialogue between
the expert and the target subgroup for each activity analysis and were used to reason
for/against space-sharing (Table 6). First, if a desired affordance required too much space,
it could not be recreated for each apartment. The participants envisioned indoor playing
equipment for multiple age groups, for instance, that warranted a common childcare
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facility. Similarly, expensive equipment could only be afforded if it was pooled. This was
the case with washing-drying machines for the utility room and consumer electronics for a
sitting room. Third, if the equipment or space was used relatively rarely and there was no
significant amortization to factor in, it would be redundant to purchase said equipment for
every household. During the workshop, gardening tools were one such example where
there was enough to keep as many as needed for simultaneous use. Finally, positive
network effects, or the increasing value of including of more people in the activity, could
also be a good argument for space-sharing. During the discussion, for example, watching a
football game together and growing similar flowers emerged as specific activities with an
associated value in social capital.

Table 6. Pattern analysis (part 1): Evaluation of needed affordances for space-sharing potential. Highlighted cells indicate
arguments for space-sharing.

Activities
Affordances

Space-Intensity Equipment Price Frequency Network Effects
Playing with children High Medium Daily Positive
Learning with children Low Low Daily Positive
Washing & ironing Low Medium Weekly Negative
Active recreation High High Weekly Positive
Passive recreation Low Medium Daily Negative
Cooking Medium High Daily Negative
Eating, guests & celebration High Low Occasional Positive
Cleaning & DIY Medium High Weekly Negative
Work Low Medium Daily Negative
Gardening High Medium Weekly Positive

Beyond affordances, the conditions and conflicts of space-sharing per activity were the
deciding factors. Here, the participants discussed the degree of privacy, some general rules
of how to access/use the shared space, and any fears for adverse effects of space-sharing
on the activity (Table 7). Regarding privacy, semipublic and public spaces were chosen for
most of the activities. This reinforces the skepticism toward semiprivate spaces mentioned
earlier. The only cases where semiprivate was accepted was for learning and cleaning, both
of which exclusively rely on occupying some equipment for a limited period. Since the rest
was accepted in semi- or fully public spaces, this allowed for combining multiple activities
in fewer, multipurpose spaces. These were specified using the accessibility rules. One group
of activities was supported for accessibility to anyone if they were invited, while another
set was designated as community-only. Cooking, cleaning, and DIY equipment were even
more sensitive, and the condition for space-sharing was having a person responsible for
the keys to provide access on demand. Accessibility rulemaking often reflected conflicts
for space-sharing. Most participants feared for the security of the facilities and equipment,
the noise or any other disturbance when using them, and handling simultaneous demand.
This resulted in concessions from the project owner regarding working and cooking: A
separated workspace was added to the design, which can be detached from, and added
to, the other community facilities, and a large community kitchen was dropped from the
original ideas. All other activities were approved for space-sharing with a set of new design
instructions (analyzed in Section 3.4).
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Table 7. Pattern analysis (part 2): Acceptable degree of space-sharing, general rules of accessibility, the assessment of further
limitations, and the assessment of conflicts by domain of solution. All activities bar the ones marked with asterisk were
approved for space-sharing.

Activities

Privacy Accessibility Conflicts
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Playing with children x x x x x
Learning with children x x x x
Washing & ironing x x
Active recreation x x
Passive recreation x x x
Cooking (*) x x x x x x
Eating, guests & celebration x x x x x x
Cleaning & DIY x x x
Work (*) x
Gardening x x x x

Based on the approved activities for space-sharing, the final list of common spaces
approved for E-co-housing is shown in Table 8. For all activities that were assigned higher
accessibility levels (community plus invited, street access), an indoor community hall
and an adjacent outdoor courtyard/terrace was added to the architectural program. This
community hall includes the option to detach an incubation space for tenant entrepreneurs
and a limited kitchenette for reheating meals and preparing beverages if needed. To avoid
recreation–childcare conflicts, outdoor pocket spaces for each story was added. A general-
purpose storage and a utility room was added for off-limits functionalities for visitors, as
was a larger backyard separated from the terrace for more private use.

Table 8. Final list of common spaces approved.

Common Spaces Approved by
Workshop 2

Corresponding Archetype Spaces from
Workshop 1 Activities Hosted

Community hall Community kitchen, community living room,
incubator space (in detachable area)

Playing/learning with children, passive
recreation, eating, guests & celebration

Pocket square on each story Corridors as streets Playing with children, passive recreation

Utility room Utility room, storage room Washing, ironing, cleaning & DIY

General purpose storage E-scooter fleet, storage room Cleaning & DIY

Community garden Community garden Gardening

3.3. Pattern-Based Decision-Making

This section presents the results of workshop 3, including the binary choice survey of
minor design decisions for individual apartments and the space bank exercise to finetune
common spaces. Appendices B and C showcase all responses in their original language.

The binary choice survey results are summarized in Figure 6. Each question had an
option for a more compact apartment layout and for a more differentiated one. Overall,
and in the target subgroup, the majority voted for the more compact option in almost all
cases. The expert subgroup had more balanced responses for most questions and voted
against the target subgroup in the method of entering the living space and in separating the
toilet from the bathroom. Both are standard practices in residential real estate in Hungary.
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For the final design, the consensual vote was applied, meaning the more compact choice in
all cases except for accessing the living space.
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more compact design.

At this point, participants could choose to free up space by taking out some function-
alities from the main building and reducing the space allocated for the incubator (Table 9).
For the final design, no secondary building was added, but there were significant reserve
square meters deliberately withheld in the early version of the architectural program. The
space bank exercise was then used as a guideline to allocate these reserves. The participants
worked with roughly 40 square meters (the maximum possible amount was 56 square
meters). One striking difference between the experts and the target subgroup was the
treatment of apartments. Whereas the experts unanimously ignored the apartments, the
users allocated between 20–50 square meters. This was specifically meant to add another
apartment so one more family could move in instead of making the existing ones bigger. At
the same time, the users mostly allocated nothing for the shared spaces, while the experts
split their extra space, on average, evenly between the community hall and the pocket
spaces on each story. When considering the positive attitudes shown earlier for space
sharing together with the space bank exercise, it can be concluded that cohousing was
valued, but not as much as providing housing for more families. Participants would help
others at the expense of their own quality of life. As a result of the exercise, the number
of apartments was increased from 25 to 27, the area of the community hall from 70 to
80 square meters, and the factor to calculate circulation space was increased from 0.1 to
0.17.
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Table 9. Summary statistics of the space bank exercise results clustered by subgroup. From top to bottom, mean, minimum,
maximum, median, standard deviation, and mode variables are shown.
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3.4. Architectural Program

This section presents the final, approved architectural program in two parts: (1) The
proposed stock of spaces, and (2) the additional design instructions. Here, the influence of
the participatory process is assessed.

The architectural program was tokenized into a total of 60 tokens, 16 of which were
functionalities (i.e., the specific rooms) and 44 were additional design instructions. The
results of influence testing are shown in Figure 7. In general, the design of the apartments
was the least open-ended, as they were minimized in size partly due to the cohousing
model, partly to add as many apartments as possible. Additionally, a set of functionalities
were required either by law or were technically necessary, such as an entrance hall, a
garbage storage, and HVAC facilities. Then, there was a set of design decisions which
was necessary for the project objectives but was subjected to consultation within the focus
group. This entails the inclusion of an incubator room, urban agriculture, and increasing
the size of technical rooms to make space for building control. Finally, the definition and
design of shared spaces, intermediate spaces, and outdoor spaces were either decided by
the focus group alone (delegation) or through a negotiation between the focus group and
the designers (partnership). Whereas most design decisions were a result of a structured
conversation around existing proposals, a few new ideas emerged during the workshops
that were later implemented, including the combination of all storage facilities into a single
general-purpose storage room, and multiage childcare facilities for the community hall.
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The toning down of a community kitchen and the incubator space are examples where
the focus group overturned initial proposals. In conclusion, the methodology allowed for
42% of the early-stage design decisions made either fully or partly by a group of laypeople
mixed with independent experts.
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4. Discussion

The research question was how to involve lower-income groups in early-stage decision-
making and whether this would improve their attitudes toward sustainable habitation.
The results show that nearly half of the design decisions, including nearly one-third of
building functionalities, were made within the workshops’ participatory process, and that
six out of nine cohousing-related divergent design features were approved.

What exactly in the participatory process delivered these results? We argue that
taking patterns as the coding engine of the participatory process allowed for a degree of
architect–layperson communication that was efficient enough for meaningful, two-way
early collaboration. It was established that the proliferation of vernacular architecture
was made possible by shared pattern languages, i.e., a shared building culture. When
broken down to pattern components, this ultimately means that those who speak the same
pattern language are consistent when coupling spatial features with the conflicting forces
they resolve in any context. With the designer, a new actor enters the scene with access
to far more technical solutions than a layperson. In the case of E-co-housing, the designer
team brought various spatial configurations present in the cohousing model. Because
the designer already knows how the design features link to the conflicting forces, all that
remains for participation is mapping which conflicts emerge in which context (nexus of
action) for whom. It is much easier for the layperson to talk in terms of conflicts that
emerge from a change in their living conditions than it is to articulate the spatial features of
a pattern that exists in their pattern language. The pattern works as a dictionary, because
the conflict part is overt while the spatial features are tacit. For example, during the second
workshop, the focus group did not talk about architecture much. Instead, they assessed
what would happen if some of their daily activities occurred under different conditions (in
shared spaces). This supports our hypothesis that laypeople can negotiate architecture by
talking about fears, conditions, and limitations of a cohousing model.

Concurrently, exposing the layperson to the actual encoding of a conflict resolution
with spatial features helps to clarify how space works, ultimately expanding their pre-
existing pattern language. Most notably during the workshop, participants learned that
corridors do not have to be narrow, dark alleys with the single purpose of getting from
A to B but can act as community streets where one can dry clothes, play with children,
meet neighbors, sit, and read a book. This proves that the participatory process is mutual,
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with workshop participants equipped with know-how on cohousing design features to
improve their living conditions. This supports the hypothesis that pattern-based decoding
empowers laypeople with an understanding of what design decisions mean for them.

Finally, by talking about patterns, the designers themselves can learn new ways to
resolve conflicts or adjust their views on certain habits and activities to change the features
of their design without the risk of losing professional quality. This way, the trad-off
between relying on professional and tacit knowledge can be addressed. In the final design
of E-co-housing, there were less rooms per apartment than originally planned, with larger
living rooms, because the designers learned that the focus group households tended to
spend more time together and many parents cared little where they sleep. It must also
be noted that the final cohousing design was limited compared to international projects,
which is a result of adjustment to focus group needs and willingness. This supports the
hypothesis that designers can better understand latent, specific impacts of design choices.
In conclusion, based on the results, we argue that a pattern-based coding engine:

• Gives clear roles for both the designer (knowledgeable in spatial features) and the
layperson (knowledgeable in the nexus of action) during the design process

• Provides an efficient method for laypeople to articulate their perspectives
• Allows laypeople to expand their pattern languages and be open to more solutions
• Allows designers to implement decisions based on tacit knowledge in a professionally

sound manner

The study is not without limitations. First, as an in-depth case study and a focus
group study, the results exemplify an instance in which the hypotheses work and describe
how exactly they work rather than producing formally generalizable theses. Follow-up
case studies could finetune the methods, which would ultimately benefit from process
automatization for larger-scale studies. Also, it is not ideal that the focus group was not
from the actual pool of tenants. Although the role of participation in allowing meaningful
early-stage decisions and changing attitudes was proven, the participants did not have
an actual stake in the design of the building. It is unclear whether they would have been
less open to cohousing patterns or whether the additional layer of conflict would have
resulted in less decisions delegated if they were identical with the future tenants. This
limitation also means that an opportunity to lay the foundations of a cohesive housing
community through collaboration in design was missed. Given the difficulty of tying
up someone deprived of housing with the promise of a home for months to years, this
limitation remains to be solved—at least in the Hungarian context. In future studies,
legal instruments (e.g., fast-tracking public housing projects), policies (e.g., temporary
housing for future tenants), technical solutions (e.g., modular architecture, prefabricated
construction technology), and project management solutions (e.g., not starting from tabula
rasa) to decrease waiting time or to extend the scope of meaningful decision-making to
later stages are required to include actual tenants in the participatory process. Also, the
space bank exercise showed limitations to the attitude change elicited by participation. The
project was not speculative. The stakes of including or excluding one or more families (by
allocating more space for apartments) were real, which prompted all nonexpert participants
to neglect shared spaces. Whereas the degree of empathy witnessed was an encouraging
scene, it does leave the methodology with a significant limitation when it comes to attitude
change. We speculate that a better communication of the fact that shared spaces allowed
for smaller, and thus more apartments, would have been desirable in the first place. For
subsequent applications, the methodology will have to be adapted to communicate new
patterns in a relative fashion, taking the layperson’s pattern language as a baseline. Finally,
this form of participation has been tested in a small group setting, already demanding
considerable time from participants. The most promising avenue for further research is to
investigate the scalability of participation, to involve more people, and to conduct larger
projects.
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5. Conclusions

The article presented is an in-depth case study exploring Alexandrian pattern lan-
guage, as coding engine for participatory design, to demonstrate how it influences mean-
ingful, mutual participation in delivering sustainable housing.

On the methodological level, the study—purposefully so—reinvigorates an older
concept of Alexandrian pattern languages. Interestingly enough, Alexander himself has
moved on to the more universal “living structures,” a set of properties shared by good
architecture [52]. However, we argue that, while living structures may be a context-
independent generalization of what good architecture is, patterns remain useful to establish
dialogue—and thus participation—and create good, context-dependent architecture. This is
because the notion of the pattern language was created to access tacit knowledge of how to
build well in vernacular architecture [45,48]. The paper shows that the internal structure of
a pattern is a useful guideline to structure the flow of a participatory process: Identifying the
nexus of action, translating divergence in design to conflicts, and codeveloping resolution
strategies through architectural, organizational, and behavioral change means.

This article is not a presentation of a full-fledged coding engine but an argument
on how Alexandrian patterns could become one. As such, it is intended as a debate-
starter rather than a dissemination of methodology. Hopefully, it encourages further
experimentation with coding engines in practice to feed the discourse on meaningfulness
and mutuality in participation.

Regarding the participation gap in marginalized groups, while the showcased method
does not yet decrease the duration of the process, it does not rely on technical skills to
participate, mitigating entry barriers—two of the most limiting factors of participation in
low-income groups [33,34]. There was also a reduction in perceived power asymmetries,
as (1) the language was not overly technical, and (2) the designers were participants in
the process much like the users. Whereas this is not attributed to the coding engine per
se, the setup was crucial from a mutuality perspective as it deconstructed the perceived
hierarchy between professional and tacit knowledge [37]. Thus, both were acknowledged
by all parties as necessary ingredients for good design, catalyzing mutual learning.

Finally, contributions to the paternalism-populism dilemma are of interest. The study
showcased that through the coding engine, divergence to more sustainable habitation can
be expressed as conflicts in daily lives and resolved. This is the main difference between a
participation that is information exchange and one that is a negotiation is that all parties
(designers and residents) understand and discuss each other’s stakes. On the one hand,
negotiation mitigates the threat of paternalism because it becomes transparent whether
the project owners followed through on the instructions. On the other hand, it gives room
to find out exactly what degree and shape of sustainable transition are beneficial for the
residents. At the beginning of the paper, we argued how environmental and socioeconomic
aspects of housing are intertwined. Especially for low-income groups, this means that
transition should be mutually beneficial if managed well. Læssøe highlighted that the
emancipatory goals of participation could be at odds with the goals of eliciting attitude
change, especially if self-interest is at odds with the common interest [35]. Partly because
the target group was selected from those in housing poverty, it was shown that the project
was plus-sum, resulting in better overall living standards. We argue that better access to
tacit knowledge helps to identify the design choices that make a project plus-sum. It can
be speculated, however, that had this not been the case, the transparency of the process
would still allow participants to contest the outcome through regular deliberative channels.
The role of the coding engine here was to unearth the personal repercussions of adopting
the more sustainable option, upon which participants can exert their influence. Whereas
this is not sufficient, it is necessary to safeguard the emancipation aspects of participation.

In summary, coding engines, if designed well, can reduce participation gap, transform
participation into a negotiation of equals, and ensure that transition in the housing sector
is a plus-sum game. We argue that these are necessary steps to converge green architecture
and social housing and ultimately contribute to a just transition.
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Appendix A. Workshop Materials

The following appendix describes the materials and methods used for participatory
design as a photo documentation. Each image is described only through captions and refer
to workshop activities already outlined in the article.
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colour-coded an average day to general activity categories. The labels in Hungarian are translated
loosely in the legend.
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Figure A2. Pattern analysis canvas for Workshop 2. Within the defined nexus of action, participants
discussed in depth various activities that had potential for space-sharing (orange card). At first, they
collected requirements for the affordances necessary for the activity, and for doing it in a shared
space (yellow cards in top-left section). The remainder of the canvas was used to classify conditions
and regulation of space-sharing. The top-right section was used to define degree of privacy, the
bottom-left for method of accessibility, the bottom-right for fears and limitations.
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Figure A3. Canvas for coupling activities to archetypical spaces in workshop 2. The activities were
brainstormed by the participants, written on the orange post-its, and analysed individually (see
Figure A2). This canvas was used for the final list of activities that were approved for space-sharing
with “X” denoting the closes activity card to the left. Each activity was assigned to spaces both typical
to the cohousing model and realistic in the project.
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Figure A4. Interaction matrix canvas of activities for workshop 2. The activities written on the
stamps were already approved for space-sharing. The participants discussed in this exercise whether
adverse interactions (and their presumed frequencies) would prevent activities from occurring in the
same place. Exclamation marks denote adverse interaction (activities can be done in the same space,
but not at the same time), where bracketed, mutual exclusion. Right hand side reserved to display
daily, weekly, seasonal frequency patterns of activities.
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Figure A5. Example cheat-sheet used for the space bank exercise in workshop 3. For all design
decisions, various square metre amounts were presented as full patterns, linking the square metre
area (a design feature) to possible activities in the context of different spaces. Pictured is the potential
impact of extra area in the circulation spaces. Image credit: The cohousing community Rumlepotten:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/larseraq/3670070360/, accessed on 9 January 2020.
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Appendix B. Workshop 3 Survey Results (Translated)

Highlighted cells and arrays indicate calculated fields, while all other fields are survey results.
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Appendix C. Tokenization of the Architectural Program Text (Translated)

Function Tokens
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Studio apartment 1
Two-bedroom apartment 1
Three-bedroom apartment 1
Community room 1
Waste storage 1
Lobby 1
Laundry room 1
Bicycle storage 1
All-purpose storage 1
Incubator room 1
Utilities 1
Circulation spaces 1
Community terrace 1
Playground 1
Farming 1
Sum 6 0 3 1 3 2

Instruction tokens
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Kitchen and living room in semi-separated space 1
WC and bathroom in shared space 1
Smaller bathroom with shower 1
Access living room through hall 1
Access bedrooms from living room 1
Access bathrooms from living room 1
Larger living preferred over larger bedroom 1
17 m2 living room 1
6 m2 kitchen 1
5 m2 bathroom 1
4 m2 hall 1
18 m2 living room 1
6 m2 kitchen 1
5 m2 bathroom 1
6 m2 hall 1
9 m2 bedroom 1
18 m2 living room 1
6 m2 kitchen 1
5 m2 bathroom 1
8 m2 hall 1
9 m2 bedroom 1
9 m2 bedroom 1
Community room on ground floor, barrier-free access 1
Singe, compact space differentiated for regular uses, with the option of
separation.

1

Equipped with kitchenette, living room, dining room, nursery,
childcare facilities

1
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Regular uses: community meetings, passive recreation, home office,
playing, childcare, learning

1

Occasional uses: open days, festivities, hosting guests 1
Separated from apartments 1
Postboxes, hall 1
Laundry equipment: 1 W/D machine per 10 families 1
Storing bicycles and trolleys 1
Storing tools and gardening equipments 1
Incubator on ground floor, barrier free access from street 1
Flexibly attachable to/detachable from community room 1
Equipped with office facilities, non-food small-scale production to be
determined

1

Regular uses: office, retail (comparison goods), doctor’s office,
small-scale services

1

Server room and utilities to be determined 1
Circulation: barrier-free on ground floor 1
Natural lighting 1
1 larger protrusion on each floor 1
Regular uses: playing, passive recreation, social interactions, internal
communication

1

Eyes on the street 1
Semi-paved community terrace for larger gatherings 1
Urban farming not alloted 1
Sum 17 1 6 0 10 10
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